ICDSP 2024

2024 8th International Conference on Digital Signal Processing (ICDSP 2024) will be held in Hangzhou, China during February 23-25, 2024. It is Co-sponsored by Hangzhou Normal University & Southwest Jiaotong University, China, and technically supported by many universities and institutions. It is an annual research conference and the first 3 ICDSP conferences were held in Kuala Lumpur, Tokyo, Jeju Island, respectively. And because of the COVID-19 pandemic, ICDSP2020, ICDSP2021, ICDSP2022 were shifted to a virtual format. ICDSP2023 was held as a hybrid conference and the physical conference was conducted in Chengdu.

IMPORTANT TIME

- submission deadline: 10 December 2023
- Notification of acceptance: 30 December 2023
- Deadline for Registration: 15 January 2024
- Deadline for submission of Final Paper: 15 January 2024

PUBLICATION AND HISTORY

ICDSP 2017|April 17-19, 2017 | Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
ICDSP 2018|February 25-27, 2018 | Tokyo, Japan
ICDSP 2019|February 24-26, 2019 | Jeju Island, Korea
ICDSP 2020|June 19-21, 2020 | Virtual Conference
ICDSP 2021|February 26-28, 2021 | Virtual Conference
ICDSP 2022|February 25-27, 2022 | Virtual Conference
ICDSP 2023|February 17-19, 2023 | Chengdu, China

CALL FOR PAPERS

MACHINE LEARNING AND STATISTICAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
- Detection, estimation and classification theory and methods, statistical signal processing
- System identification and modeling, nonlinear systems
- Independent Component Analysis and blind source separation
- Machine learning and neural networks
- Tensor Signal Processing

DIGITAL AND MULTIRATE SIGNAL PROCESSING
- Filter design, analysis and implementation
- Time-frequency analysis and signal representations, including spectrum analysis, harmonic analysis, filter banks and multirate processing, wavelets
- Fast DSP algorithms, transforms and computation

http://www.icdsp.org/cfp.html

SUBMISSION GUIDELINE

- All accepted papers from the 8th ICDSP 2024, will be proposed to be published in the ICDSP 2024 Conference Proceedings by ACM. All papers will be sent to be indexed by Ei Compendex and Scopus.
- For those who’re NOT looking to publish their papers, it’s acceptable to submit your abstracts to the conference, which will be sent to at least two technical committees for a brief review.
- Please follow the format when preparing your paper. Papers should be with at least 8 pages after formatting.

For option 1, please use Paper Template (.doc)
For option 2, please use Abstract Template (.doc)

Good news! ICDSP2023 proceedings were indexed by Ei Compendex and Scopus.

Publication in Proceedings: Manuscripts should be at least Eight (8) full pages and at most Twenty (20) pages. One regular registration can cover a paper within Ten (10) pages, including all figures, tables, and references.

Electronic Submission System (.pdf)